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Abstract

This paper describes the recent National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) work on incorporating an optical clock into a time scale. We simulate a

time scale composed of continuously operating commercial hydrogen masers

and an optical frequency standard that does not operate continuously as a

clock. The simulations indicate that to achieve the same performance of a con-

tinuously operating Cs‐fountain time scale, it is necessary to run an optical fre-

quency standard 12 minutes per half a day, or 1 hour per day, or 4 hours per

2.33 day, or 12 hours per week. Following the simulations, a Yb optical clock

at NIST was frequently operated during the periods of 2017 March – April

and 2017 late October – late December. During this operation, comb‐mediated

measurements between the Yb clock and a hydrogen maser had durations

ranging from a few minutes to a few hours, depending on the experimental

arrangements. This paper analyzes these real data preliminarily and discusses

the results. More data are needed to make a more complete assessment.
1 | INTRODUCTION

The Al+1 and the Sr/Yb2,3 frequency standards show a
stability of better than 1 × 10−16 at an averaging time of
several minutes, and even more stable devices are being
developed. However, it is challenging to run an optical
frequency standard continuously as a clock, making it dif-
ficult to incorporate such a device into a conventional
time scale, which is based on time differences. In this
paper, we present the results of a simulation of a time
scale that can accept a device that provides only occa-
sional frequency data in addition to the more traditional
time differences. We also show the preliminary result of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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incorporating this type of data into the time scale that is
used to realize UTC(NIST).

Section 2 presents the details of the simulation. Also,
we describe a time scale using the Kalman filter that
can realize the combination of devices we have simu-
lated. Section 3 presents the simulation results of a time
scale that incorporates an optical clock. In particular,
we show how long and how often an optical frequency
standard must be run in order to make the time scale
comparable with the Cs‐fountain time scale. The simu-
lated scale is based on free‐running continuously operat-
ing hydrogen masers whose characteristics are derived
from the real masers in the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) clock ensemble. Section 4
shows the preliminary result of incorporating a real
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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2 YAO ET AL.
optical clock, ie, Yb clock, into the NIST time scale. The
preliminary real‐data result matches the simulation. Sec-
tion 5 concludes this paper.
2 | SIMULATION PROCEDURES

There are three steps in the simulation. First, we simulate
a free‐running time scale, a Cs fountain, and an optical
frequency standard. The time scale algorithm is based
on a measurement of the time differences every 720 sec-
onds, which is the measurement interval that is used in
the NIST ensemble. A conventional Kalman filter algo-
rithm is used to estimate the frequency and frequency
drift of the free‐running time scale by using data from
either the optical device or the cesium fountain. The fre-
quency stability of the steered time scale is computed.
2.1 | Clock simulation

We model the characteristics of a “typical” hydrogen
maser by using the data from our clock ensemble. The
blue curve in Figure 1 shows the Modified Allan Devia-
tion of the measured time differences between two such
masers. We assume that both masers have the same char-
acteristics, so that the red curve in the figure, which is

scaled by 1/√2 relative to the blue curve, is our estimate
of the stability of a single maser. The dotted lines in the
figure show our model of the observed stability.

We generate a time series containing the sum of white
frequency noise, flicker frequency noise, and random‐

walk frequency noise with noise parameters chosen so
that the time scale, which consists of N identical masers,

is more stable than a single H‐maser by a factor of 1/√N.
FIGURE 1 The blue curve shows the frequency stability of the

time difference between two NIST H‐masers. The red curve shows

the estimated frequency stability of a single H‐maser, assuming that

the two masers have the same statistical characteristics. We model

the stability as shown by the black dotted lines [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com and www.ion.org]
(This improvement is rigorously true for white noise pro-
cesses where there is no correlation between the noise con-
tributions of each of the masers. Our experience is that it is
also true for any noise process in an ensemble with no cor-
relations.) Second, we apply the phenomenologically
determined moving average algorithm in Equation 1. This
algorithm is chosen so as to make the frequency‐stability
curve flat for averaging times less than or equal to
20,000 seconds so that the simulation is close to the statis-
tics of our masers. (The white phase noise for averaging
times less than 2,000 seconds in Figure 1 is included in
the model for the time difference measurements.) In the
following equation, x(n) denotes the generated data value
at epoch n and y(n) denotes the output of the averaging
process at the same epoch. The Modified Allan Deviation
of the simulated maser is shown by Figure 2. An ensemble
of N masers would have a Modified Allan Deviation that

was smaller by a factor of 1/√N.

y nð Þ ¼ 1
3
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·
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The continuously operating cesium fountain is simu-
lated by white frequency noise with a fractional fre-
quency stability of 1.4 × 10−15 at 1 day, which is typical
Cs fountain performance at low atom density.4-6 We sim-
ulate an optical clock as having white frequency noise
with fractional frequency stability of 3.4 × 10−16 at 1 sec-
ond, which is typical for the Sr/Yb optical‐lattice clock.2,3

The simulated optical‐clock data are truncated to match
various operational schedules as discussed below.
2.2 | Steering algorithm

The Kalman filter is used to estimate the frequency and
frequency drift of the free‐running time scale with respect
to the Cs fountain or the optical clock, and the frequency
FIGURE 2 Frequency stability of a simulated free‐running time

scale with one maser against an ideal reference time [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com and www.ion.org]
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YAO ET AL. 3
and frequency drift of the time scale are steered based on
this estimate.

There are two basic equations in the Kalman filter.7

Equation 2 is the system model, which predicts the state
of the system at epoch k + 1 based on its state at epoch
k. Here, X(k) is the estimate state vector of the system at
epoch k, and X(k + 1|k) is the predicted state vector of
the system at epoch k + 1. Φ is the transition matrix,
which links X(k) and X(k + 1|k); it is determined by the
physical properties of the system. u is the process noise,
which is characterized by the Q matrix. Equation 3 is
the measurement model. The H matrix gives the relation
between the state vector X and the measurement vector
Z. v is the measurement noise, which is characterized
by the Rmatrix. The R matrix is determined by the details
of the measurement process, and its detailed specification
is outside of the scope of this simulation. We assume that
the white frequency noise of the maser will make a signif-
icant contribution to the R matrix, and that other contri-
butions will be much smaller.

X k þ 1jkð Þ ¼ Φ · X kð Þ þ u; u ∼ N 0;Qð Þ: (2)

Z k þ 1ð Þ ¼ H · X k þ 1jkð Þ þ v; v ∼ N 0;Rð Þ: (3)

The estimated state vector at epoch k + 1 is

X k þ 1ð Þ ¼ X k þ 1jkð Þ
þ K · Z k þ 1ð Þ−H · X k þ 1jkð Þð Þ; (4)

where K is the Kalman gain matrix, which is given by
[7, chapter 4]

K ¼ P k þ 1jkð Þ ·HT · H · P k þ 1jkð Þ ·HT þ R
� �−1

; (5)

where P(k + 1|k) = Φ · P(k) · ΦT + Q and
P(k + 1) = [I − K · H] · P(k + 1|k).

For our clock system, Equation 2 becomes
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where f diff is the fractional frequency difference between
the time scale and the external frequency standard, ddiff is
the fractional frequency‐drift difference, and Δt is the
time interval between epoch k and epoch k + 1. The con-
stant time interval is 720 seconds. The parameters η and ζ
are the noise terms in frequency and frequency drift,
respectively.8,9 Since the frequency noise of the external
frequency standard is assumed to be negligible, η mainly
comes from the frequency noise of the free‐running time
scale. ζ is typically too small to be observed for a
measurement time interval of 720 seconds. Thus, we set
the variance of ζ to a small value. In other words, the
model assumes that the frequency drift is essentially con-
stant over the measurement interval of 720 seconds.

If the Cs fountain is used as the reference, the mea-
surement vector Z is the scalar frequency difference
between the time scale and the Cs fountain measured
every 720 seconds. If the optical clock is used as the refer-
ence, we do the pre‐processing to get the average fre-
quency difference between the time scale and the
optical clock during the operation period of the optical
clock. (As discussed in the previous paragraph, this
assumes that the frequency drift of the maser is constant
during this interval.) Then we use the average frequency
difference as the measurement vector Z.

The measurement process provides an estimate of
frequency, so that the H matrix of the measurement
system is

H ¼ 1 0ð Þ: (7)

The frequency and frequency drift at epoch k + 1 are
given by Equation 8

f diff k þ 1ð Þ
ddiff k þ 1ð Þ

 !
¼ f diff k þ 1jkð Þ

ddiff k þ 1jkð Þ

 !

þ K · Z k þ 1ð Þ−H ·
f diff k þ 1jkð Þ
ddiff k þ 1jkð Þ

 ! !
;

(8)

where K is the Kalman gain matrix, which can be calcu-
lated using Equation 5.

Finally, we use the updated estimates to steer the time
scale by adjusting its frequency and frequency drift.
3 | SIMULATION RESULTS

3.1 | Simulated performance of a
Cs‐fountain time scale

In this section, we first show the simulated performance
of a time scale steered to a continuously operating cesium
fountain. The results of the simulation are shown in
Figure 3. The green dashed line is the estimate of the sta-
bility of a typical cesium fountain operating at low atom
density. The solid curves show the stability of a steered
time scale containing one or four masers. The stability
of an ensemble of N masers would be scaled by a factor

of 1/√N relative to the one‐maser values.
All of the ensembles are more stable than the cesium

fountain standard for averaging times less than about
10 days. The figure illustrates the statistical advantage of
steering an ensemble of multiple masers rather than a



FIGURE 3 Performance of a time scale steered to a continuously

operating cesium fountain. The green dashed line shows the

performance of the cesium fountain. The solid curves show the

stability of a steered time scale that contains either one or four

masers [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com and

www.ion.org]
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single device. This point is discuss in more detail in Sec-
tion 5. This advantage is in addition to the ability of an
ensemble algorithm to minimize the impact of the failure
of any one of the masers and to provide a flywheel should
the link to the cesium fountain fail for any reason.

A real‐world Cs‐fountain time scale, such as
UTC(OP)6 and UTC(PTB),5 has quite similar perfor-
mance to the red curve in Figure 3. For example, analyz-
ing the UTC(OP) data during Modified Julian Date (MJD)
56649 – 57514 indicates that the frequency stability of
UTC(OP) is about 4.8 × 10−16 at 10 days and
2.4 × 10−16 at 60 days. The small difference between
FIGURE 4 Performance of a time scale steered to an intermittently o

this figure [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com and w
UTC(OP) and our simulation may come from the time‐
transfer noise and the fact that the Cs fountain does not
run 100% of the time.
3.2 | Simulated performance of a time
scale with an intermittently operating
optical clock

In Figure 4, the orange dotted line is the modeled stability
of a Sr/Yb optical clock, with a stability dominated by
white frequency noise with an amplitude of 3.4 × 10−16

at 1 second. The green dotted line is the estimate of the
stability of a continuously operating cesium fountain as
in the previous figures. The solid curves show the stability
of a time scale ensemble of one maser when its frequency
and frequency drift are estimated and corrected from the
optical clock data.

In the upper left plot of Figure 4, the optical clock
runs every half a day for either 12 or 24 minutes. In both
of these cases, we can achieve the same performance as
that of a continuously operating Cs‐fountain time scale.
The operation time of the optical clock is only 1.66%,
for the blue curve. We can also see that there is little
improvement if we double the running time to 24 minutes
every 12 hours. This is due to the maser's flat noise char-
acteristics at times on the order of 1,000 seconds (see Fig-
ure 2). The upper right plot shows the simulated
performance of the same time scale with an optical clock
running for various time intervals once a day. If we run
an optical clock 12 hours a day (grey curve), the
perating optical clock. A variety of running schedules are studied in

ww.ion.org]
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YAO ET AL. 5
frequency stability of the time scale will be improved to
three times better than the Cs‐fountain time scale for an
averaging time of greater than 10 days. Even with a 50%
duty cycle, the stability of the steered time scale is signif-
icantly worse than the stability of the optical clock itself.
The bottom left plot shows the simulated performance of
the same time scale with an optical clock running three
times every week. To achieve performance similar to that
of a Cs‐fountain time scale, we need to run an optical
clock for at least 4 hours, three times a week. The bottom
right plot shows the simulated performance of the steered
time scale with an optical clock running once a week.
The optical clock must operate for 12 hours each week
to make the optical‐clock time scale comparable with a
Cs‐fountain time scale. Practically, a free‐running time
scale can be significantly pulled by an abnormal hydro-
gen maser, and the error becomes larger over time. Thus,
a frequent evaluation of the free‐running time scale using
the optical clock is necessary to avoid a large timing error.
From this perspective, the actual performance of a time
scale steered once a week is unlikely to be as good as
the simulation indicated in the bottom right plot.

Figure 5 shows the improvement that can be realized
by steering an ensemble of N masers rather than just a
single device as in the previous figures. The optical clock
runs for 1 hour per day in these simulations. The stability

has an improvement of
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, for all averaging times. Com-

paring Figure 5 with Figure 3, for an averaging time of
greater than 10 days, using an ensemble of masers,
instead of a single maser, does not reduce the instability
of a Cs‐fountain time scale, while there is an improve-
ment of

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
for an optical‐clock time scale by using an

ensemble of masers. Comparing the black curve in Fig-
ure 5 with the orange curve of the upper right plot of
FIGURE 5 The simulated results of steering an ensemble of

masers to an optical frequency reference that runs 1 hour per day.

An ensemble of four masers steered to an optical clock running

1 hour per day is more stable than a cesium fountain for all

averaging times [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.

com and www.ion.org]
Figure 4, the time scale composed of four masers and
one optical clock running an hour a day is better than
the time scale composed of one maser and one optical
clock running 2 hours a day.

In summary, to achieve the same performance as a
Cs‐fountain time scale, we could run an optical clock
according to one of the following options: 12 minutes
per half a day, 1 hour per day, 4 hours per 2.33 day, or
12 hours per week. The results are not sensitive to the
assumed stability of the optical clock, provided only that
it is much more stable than the free‐running time scale.
4 | PRELIMINARY REAL ‐DATA
ANALYSIS

4.1 | Initial campaign in 2017 March and
April

Following the simulations, the ytterbium optical clock at
NIST2 has been run regularly in 2017 March and April.
Individual run times range from 48 minutes to 6.9 hours,
depending on the experimental arrangement. The Yb fre-
quency standard was down‐converted to around 1 GHz
via a Ti:sapphire frequency comb. Then this microwave
signal was compared with the up‐converted hydrogen
maser signal, via a mixer (note, the 5 MHz signal from
a hydrogen maser is up‐converted to 1 GHz). The fre-
quency difference between the two microwave signals
was measured by a commercial frequency counter. The
fractional frequency difference between the Yb clock
and the hydrogen maser can be derived based on this
measurement. In addition, the gravitational correction
due to the height from the geoid was applied to the Yb
clock so that we know the fractional frequency difference
between the “geoid” Yb clock and the hydrogen maser.
For simplicity, the Yb clock mentioned below means the
“geoid” Yb clock.

Figure 6 shows the fractional frequency difference
between Yb and a NIST hydrogen maser ST15. Similar
to what we have done in the simulations (see Section
2.2), we average each individual run and compute the
mean fractional frequency difference between Yb and
ST15. According to the simulation result in Figure 5, an
ensemble steered to an optical clock is more stable than
a single clock steered to an optical clock, for all averaging
times. Thus, to completely exploit the advantages of hav-
ing an optical clock, we steer the free‐running AT1 time
scale to the optical clock, instead of steering a single H‐

maser to the optical clock. Admittedly, in practice, the
measurement noise of the link between the H‐maser
and the time scale could make this architecture noisier.
However, this noise is mainly white phase noise and is
averaged down to become negligible after tens of

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of the Yb

optical clock and a NIST hydrogen maser

(ie, ST15) for the initial campaign [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.

com and www.ion.org]
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minutes. Thus, the architecture of steering the time scale
to an optical clock is still more favorable in practice.
Figure 7 shows the average fractional frequency differ-
ence between AT1 and the Yb clock, for each individual
run. The variation between AT1 and Yb is about 5e‐
15 s/s. The frequency offset shown in Figure 7 mainly
comes from the frequency offset of AT1. We can also
observe a tiny frequency drift of AT1 from Figure 7. The
information of the frequency drifts of AT1 and hydrogen
masers based on an optical clock is one of a few benefits
FIGURE 7 Average of “Yb – AT1” for the initial campaign

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com and www.

ion.org]

FIGURE 8 Steered AT1 versus UTC (left) and the residual after the

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com and www.ion.org
of having an optical clock running. This information is
helpful for the timekeeping at NIST. The steer of AT1 to
Yb is achieved by the Kalman filter as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.2. An intuitive understanding of this filter is: the
longer the operation time of the Yb clock, the larger
weight the run gets; the longer the time interval between
the previous run and the current run, the larger weights
the current run gets. At the current stage, the steer is
done on paper, instead of tuning an AOG (auxiliary out-
put generator) physically.

To evaluate the performance of the steered AT1, we
compare the steered AT1 with the UTC via the TWSTFT
(two‐way satellite time and frequency transfer) link. The
result is shown by the left plot of Figure 8. We can see
that there is a constant frequency offset of −9.14e‐15 s/s
between the steered AT1 and the UTC. This offset could
come from a variety of sources, eg, the Yb clock, the fre-
quency comb, the measurement system, or an analysis
error. Indeed during these measurements, the Yb clock
frequency was being intentionally varied as part of an
independent systematic‐uncertainty‐evaluation, and the
frequency counter used to count the comb repetition rate
was being operated in a mode where known biases exist.
In a more recent campaign (see Section 4.2), where sys-
tems were operated normally and the frequency counting
was done in a high accuracy configuration, we observe no
linear fitting (red curve in the right plot) for the initial campaign

]
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YAO ET AL. 7
such offset. The right plot of Figure 8 shows the residual
of the steered AT1 against UTC (red curve) and the resid-
ual of the AT1 against UTC (blue curve) as a comparison.
The standard deviation of the residual of the steered AT1
is only 0.12 nanoseconds, and the corresponding Allan
deviation is about 4.4e‐16 at 5 days with an upper bound
of 7.9e‐16 and a lower bound of 3.4e‐16. Also, we can see
that the frequency drift in AT1 is corrected by steering
AT1 to the Yb clock.
4.2 | Ongoing campaign since 2017 late
October

Encouraged by the above resulting statistical perfor-
mance, since 2017 late October, we have conducted a
focused campaign with the ytterbium clock and optical
frequency comb. In particular, the Yb clock is run in nor-
mal operation including a formal accounting of system-
atic clock shifts. Furthermore, frequency offsets in the
frequency‐comb‐based optical‐to‐microwave synthesis
were characterized and confirmed to be small, and the
frequency counter was operated in a mode with essen-
tially negligible bias. As mentioned above, during this
campaign, no sizeable frequency offset was measured ver-
sus UTC. This campaign is ongoing, and the expected
duration of more than a few months can provide better
statistics than the initial campaign.

Figure 9 shows the data from October 26, 2017, to
December 28, 2017. The error bar of each data point
mainly depends on the instability of AT1, if we assume
that the noise from the Yb clock and the measurement
system is negligible. Depending on the time duration of
the comparison between Yb and AT1, the error bar could
vary from high 10−16 to low 10−15. From the data shown,
there were two measurements with the optical clock that
lasted for only 7 minutes, which are labeled by the red
FIGURE 9 Average of “Yb – AT1” for

the ongoing campaign [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com and

www.ion.org]
ellipses. These two data points have big error bars and
should not be considered as outliers. They are given
the weights that they deserve, in the Kalman filter. From
Figure 9, we observe a fractional frequency change in
“Yb – AT1” of about +1 × 10−15 from the first group
of data sets (ie, MJD 58053 – 58075) to the second group
of data sets (ie, MJD 58083 – 58110). Comparing AT1
with the BIPM UTC cannot resolve any obvious fre-
quency drift in AT1. When comparing the maser‐based
measurement of the Yb clock with the BIPM UTC
shown by Figure 10, we see a difference in the two data
sets of about +1 × 10−15.

Over the same time period, another very preliminary
independent study compared the measured Yb frequency
with the Cs frequency (ie, PSFS – Primary and Second-
ary Frequency Standards) published in the BIPM Circu-
lar T. For the first group of data sets, the average
frequency difference between Yb and PSFS is
−1.2 × 10−15, with an estimated uncertainty of
5 × 10−16. This uncertainty includes a dead time uncer-
tainty of 3.7 × 10−16, a frequency transfer uncertainty
of 2.6 × 10−16, and a PSFS uncertainty of 2.0 × 10−16.
It does not include the uA and uB uncertainties for Yb.
The inherent uncertainties for Yb should be very small,
but there may be an additional uA uncertainty due to a
possible frequency error that may occur in reducing the
optical frequency down to the 1 GHz range where it
can be measured relative to a hydrogen maser with a
counter. This additional uncertainty is currently being
evaluated. For the second group of data sets, the average
frequency difference between Yb and PSFS is
−1 × 10−17, with an uncertainty of 6 × 10−16 (again
not including uA and uB). Thus, the two groups of data
sets agree with each other at the 1.5 sigma level. Since
the campaign is ongoing, more data will be collected to
make a more complete assessment.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
http://www.ion.org


FIGURE 10 Average of “Yb – UTC,”

for the ongoing campaign [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com

and www.ion.org]
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5 | FUTURE WORK

The measurement campaign described in Section 4 is
ongoing, and with additional data in the coming months,
we will know more about the statistics of Yb versus UTC/
PSFS. Furthermore, NIST has two other optical clocks
which are sometimes operated: the Al+ clock at NIST1

and a Sr clock at JILA.3 We plan to explore the scheme
of having multiple optical clocks in a future time scale.
This can distribute the work to different groups of people
and thus ease the work intensity.
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